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Tech World Jun 30 2022 The Galactics arrived with their Battle fleet in 2052. Rather
than being exterminated under a barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined a vast Empire
that spanned the Milky Way. Our only worthwhile trade goods are our infamous
mercenary legions, elite troops we sell to the highest alien bidder.In the third
book in the series, James McGill is deployed on another alien world. His third
interstellar tour is different in every way. Rather than meeting up with a primitive
society, this time he's headed to an advanced world. Tau Ceti, better known as Tech
World, is the central trading capital of Frontier 921.McGill figures he's lucked
out. The assignment looks dull but luxurious. Tau Ceti boasts a planet-wide city
with a trillion inhabitants, all of whom are only interested in making a few
credits. But all is not well on Tech World. The Empire is crumbling, an invasion is
coming, and McGill's easy ride through life and death has come to an end.Tech World
is a military science fiction novel by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
The Anubis War
Nov 23 2021 Thousands of years of progress left humanity scattered
across the stars, splintered into hundreds of child cultures. The New Ottoman Empire
started a grand project, the Human Polity, to re-unify all of humanity under one
consistent culture, controlled from the imperial throne. Vasco Alcazar al Madina del
Goya was a gyrene-a soldier-in the Polity's Unification. He'd retired from the
service to start a new career as a fencing instructor. But after a lifetime of
making Long Drops, multi-year FTL conquest missions, he found himself restless for
new adventure. So when an old friend showed up, it didn't much convincing for Vasco
to sign up for one more Long Drop. Rumi is the destination. One of the last human
worlds still unsaved, it's also the only bridge to the Laconians, sole suppliers of
the super-computers that run the empire. And beyond the Laconians, the Pook, an
enigmatic race that once destroyed swathes of the galaxy in a relativistic was. All
Vasco wants is one last shot at proving himself the warrior he always knew he could
be. But the Anubis War will push him farther than he ever imagined.
Midgard Worldbook
Feb 01 2020 "Pathfinder roleplaying game compatible."
Storm World
Mar 28 2022 "James McGill is sent to the Core Worlds! In an
unprecedented first, Earth sends a message to Mogwa Prime. Unfortunately, the
messenger is not met with enthusiasm. Misunderstandings soon threaten all of
Humanity. Forced to prove Earth can serve the Empire better than any rival, McGill
does his best. Eager to prove our worth to the Galactics, the frontier war between
Rigel and Earth is expanded to Storm World. Circled by six moons, the planet is
ravaged by wild storms and tides. Battles are fought in raging hurricanes, and death
stalks the soldiers on both sides. McGill grimly fights and dies in the mud until
the job gets done, but will it be enough to satisfy the angry Mogwa?"--Cover, page
4.
Dust World
Nov 04 2022 The Galactics arrived with their Battle fleet in 2052.

Rather than being exterminated under a barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined a vast
Empire that spans the Milky Way. Our only worthwhile trade goods are our infamous
mercenary legions, elite troops we sell to the highest alien bidder.In 2122 a lost
colony expedition contacts Earth, surprising our government. Colonization is against
Galactic Law, and Legion Varus is dispatched to the system to handle the situation.
Earth gave them sealed orders, but Earth is thirty-five lightyears away. The Legion
commanders have a secret plan of their own. And then there's James McGill, who was
never too good at listening to authority in the first place...In DUST WORLD, book
two of the Undying Mercenaries Series, McGill is promoted to Specialist and sent to
a frontier planet outside the Empire. Earth's status within the Empire will never be
the same.
Mech 3: the Empress
Mar 16 2021 A new form of alien, a human feudal society and an
army of mech rebels clash in the fourth story of the Mech series. Ignis Glace is a
war-torn world of fire and ice. Tidally-locked to its tiny red sun, one side of the
planet bakes while the other side is forever frozen. Known as Sunside and Nightside,
these two wastelands are bordered by a narrow inhabitable region known as Twilight.
Humans and mechs battle for control of their world, even while a third player
approaches the game: the Skaintz Imperium. Once the aliens strike, no world is ever
the same. MECH 3 is the longest book of the series. A grim novel of Alien Invasion
by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
Double Full Moon Night
Aug 21 2021 New York Times bestselling author Gentry Lee, coauthor with Arthur C. Clarke of Rama II, The Garden of Rama, and Rama Revealed,
tells an unforgettable tale of two timeless lovers, a group of Martian colonists,
and one of the most thrilling and mysterious adventures in human history. On a tiny
island paradise inside a vast alien sphere, Johann Eberhardt and his daughter,
Maria, live in virtual isolation. Now their paradise has been invaded by a violent
and enigmatic life-form. Risking everything, Johann and Maria begin a treacherous
journey across the waters in search of their fellow Martian colonists. But they have
no idea what awaits them on the other side—until a mystical vision of Johann's
beloved Beatrice appears to him with a dire warning and the possibility of attaining
an undreamed-of spiritual evolution. Soon to be transported to an exotic planet, the
colonists must overcome their dissension and jealousy if they are to survive the
upcoming “double full moon night.” If not, they will all be destroyed . . . and the
secrets of the universe will remain forever unknown to mankind.
Eyes of the Void
Jun 18 2021 From the author of the thrilling science-fiction epic
Children of Time, which won the prestigious Arthur C. Clarke Award. Eyes of the Void
is the second high-octane instalment in Adrian Tchaikovsky's Final Architecture
space opera trilogy. ‘One of the most interesting and accomplished writers in
speculative fiction’ – Christopher Paolini What waits in the shadows as we fight our
greatest foe? After one great battle, the Architects disappeared. Yet humanity’s
fragile peace is brief. For, forty years later, the galaxy’s greatest alien enemy
has returned. This time, the artefacts that preserved entire worlds from destruction
are ineffective. And no planet is safe. The Human Colony worlds are in turmoil as
they face extinction. Some believe alliances with other species can save them.
Others insist humanity must fight alone. But no one has the firepower or technology
to ensure victory, as the Architects loom ever closer. Idris spent decades running
from the last war’s horrors. Yet as an Intermediary, altered to navigate deep space,
he’s one of humanity’s only weapons. He’s therefore forced back into action. With a
handful of allies, Idris must find something – anything – to stop the Architects’
pitiless advance. But to do so, he must return to the nightmare of unspace, where
his mind was broken and remade. What he discovers there will change everything.
Praise for Adrian Tchaikovsky: ‘[Adrian] writes incredibly enjoyable sci-fi, full of
life and ideas’ – Patrick Ness, author of The Knife of Never Letting Go ‘Brilliant
science fiction’ – James McAvoy on Children of Time ‘Full of sparkling, speculative
invention’ – Stephen Baxter, author of the Xeelee Sequence on The Doors of Eden

Into the Real
Aug 28 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR JOHN RINGO AND USA
TODAY BEST-SELLING AUTHOR LYDIA SHERRER JOIN FORCES ON A NEW SF NOVEL OF ALIEN
INVASION. Ender's Game meets Mean Girls meets Pokemon Go. Lynn Raven may be the boss
master of WarMonger 2050 with her online persona of "Larry the Snake," but when the
CEO of Tsunami Entertainment personally asks her, as a favor, to beta test a new
augmented reality game, she has to face her greatest fear: Going outside and dealing
with, ugh, people. As she becomes more immersed in the game, the stakes rise and so
do the obstacles. Strife between teammates, a ruthless rival team, and these strange
glitches that make it seem like the game algorithm (or maybe “game AI”?) has it in
for her. Now she has to face a new fear: is she willing to step into the real to win
the future she’s always wanted? What do you do when a game and real life merge?
About John Ringo: “. . . the thinking reader’s zombie novel . . . Ringo fleshes out
his theme with convincing details . . . the proceedings become oddly
plausible.”—Publishers Weekly on Under a Graveyard Sky “[Ringo’s work is] peopled
with three-dimensional characters and spiced with personal drama as well as tactical
finesse.”—Library Journal “Explosive . . . fans . . . will appreciate Ringo’s lively
narrative and flavorful characters.”—Publishers Weekly “. . . practically impossible
not to read in one sitting . . . exceedingly impressive . . . executed with skill,
verve, and wit.”—Booklist “Crackerjack storytelling.”—Starlog
Centers of Gravity
Dec 13 2020 Stranded light-years from home, Major Andrew Grayson
and his crew are on a desperate mission to discover the Lankies' secrets. They can't
let what they've found die with them. Nine hundred light-years from home, Major
Andrew Grayson and the crew of NACS Washington are marooned in a sunless system with
limited water, reactor fuel, and food. The last hope for survival is to go where
nothing human has gone before. After embarking on a scouting mission to the only
moon with surface signs of life, Andrew and his Special Tactics Team make two
startling discoveries. One is a dream: a form of protein and plant life that could
save the starving humans in the rogue system. The second is a nightmare: this
harvested rock is infested with Lankies. Far from the seemingly mindless aggressors
Andrew has battled for years, these show a terrifying awareness, and they have
surprising secrets of their own hidden away in the darkness. When the Lankies sense
an uninvited presence in their world, Andrew's operation becomes an expedition to
hell. The odds against his small crew are stacked high. Of all the mysteries of
space, how to escape with their lives is the greatest unknown of all.
Citadel
Jul 20 2021 Of all the hosts of Eurotas the Troias were the most fell. For
they were born of Winter. Between the Solar Array Pumped Laser and Troy, the two
trillion ton nickel-iron battlestation created by eccentric billionaire Tyler
Vernon, Earth has managed to recapture the Sol system from their Horvath conquerors
and begin entering the galactic millieu. But when the Rangora Empire rapidly crushes
humanity's only ally it becomes clear the war is just beginning. At the heart of
nickel iron and starlight are the people, Marines, Navy and civilians, who make Troy
a living, breathing, engine of war. Survivors of apocalypse, they know the cost of
failure. If this Troy falls, no one will be left to write the epic. Citadel
continues the saga begun in Live Free or Die, following the paths of several
characters during the first years of The Spiral Arm Wars culminating in the First
Battle of E Eridani. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).
Dawn of Empire
Nov 11 2020 The Messenger and his people continue their long fight
against the Golden, but the war has just begun.When they discover reports of a
missing colony ship, their search will uncover a crime so terrible that the battle
lines will be drawn in blood. Following clues across the stars, Dash will bring the
forces of his new navy to a cause that will only end in one of two ways: Total
victory...or complete destruction. There's only room for one winner in this everexpanding galaxy.And Dash aims for it to be him.Experience the fifth entry to the
exciting and bestselling series from Terry Maggert and USA Today Bestselling author

J.N. Chaney. If you're a fan of Gundam, Firefly, and Battlestar Galactica, you're
sure to enjoy this epic space opera adventure
Steel World
Feb 24 2022 In the twentieth century Earth sent probes, transmissions
and welcoming messages to the stars. Unfortunately, someone noticed.The Galactics
arrived with their battle fleet in 2052. Rather than being exterminated under a
barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined their vast Empire. Swearing allegiance to our
distant alien overlords wasn't the only requirement for survival. We also had to
have something of value to trade, something that neighboring planets would pay their
hard-earned credits to buy. As most of the local worlds were too civilized to have a
proper army, the only valuable service Earth could provide came in the form of
soldiers...someone had to do their dirty work for them, their fighting and dying.I,
James McGill, was born in 2099 on the fringe of the galaxy. When Hegemony Financial
denied my loan applications, I was kicked out of the university and I turned to the
stars. My first campaign involved the invasion of a mineral-rich planet called
Cancri-9, better known as Steel World. The attack didn't go well, and now Earth has
entered a grim struggle for survival.Humanity's mercenary legions go to war in STEEL
WORLD, bestselling author B. V. Larson's latest science fiction novel.
Out of the Black
Jan 14 2021 Deep in blackest space, the Drasin have watched
humanity's journey to the stars—and determined that a species as barbaric as ours
has no place in the cosmos. The wreckage of the starship Odyssey, once Earth's
greatest guardian, lies strewn across New York City. Abandoned by all but its
captain, Odyssey's sacrifice covered the withdrawal of countless troops as the
Drasin assault ravaged the planet. When Captain Eric Weston finally emerges from the
rubble, impossibly alive thanks to the mysterious “Gaia,” he knows with the Drasin
it's kill or be killed. But not all of the heavens have proven hostile. The Priminae
have felt the full brunt of Drasin aggression on their own home world, and they
won't leave humanity to face annihilation alone. Together with what's left of the
crews of the Odyssey and other starships, they race to join Weston and his group of
Earth-bound survivors for a desperate last stand. The final battle of the Drasin War
brings bestselling author Evan Currie's Odyssey One series to its shattering
conclusion.
Dark Intelligence
Apr 16 2021 Dark Intelligence is the first novel in the
Transformation series, a no-holds-barred adventure set in Neal Asher's popular
Polity universe. One man will transcend death to seek vengeance. One woman will
transform herself to gain power. And no one will emerge unscathed . . . Thorvald
Spear wakes in hospital, where he finds he's been brought back from the dead. What's
more, he died in a human vs. alien war that ended a whole century ago. But when he
relives his traumatic final moments, he finds the spark to keep on living. That
spark is vengeance. Trapped and desperate on a world surrounded by alien Prador
forces, Spear had seen a rescue ship arriving. But instead of providing backup,
Penny Royal, the AI within the destroyer turned rogue. It annihilated friendly
forces in a frenzy of destruction, and, years later, it's still free. Spear vows to
track it across worlds and do whatever it takes to bring it down. Isobel Satomi ran
a successful crime syndicate. But after competitors attacked, she needed more power.
Yet she got more than she bargained for when she negotiated with Penny Royal. She
paid it to turn her part-AI herself, but the upgrades hid a horrifying secret. The
Dark AI had triggered a transformation in Isobel that would turn her into a monster,
rapidly evolving into something far from human. Spear hires Isobel to take him to
the Penny Royal AI's last known whereabouts. But he cheats her in the process and he
becomes a target for her vengeance. And as she is evolves further into a monstrous
predator, rage soon wins over reason. Will Spear finish his hunt, before he becomes
the hunted? Continue the action-packed adventure with War Factory and Infinity
Engine. 'Asher rocks with XXX adrenaline while delivering a vivid future' – David
Brin, author of the Uplift trilogy
Viking Fire
May 06 2020 A Times Book of the Year 'A literary, intelligent read from

a masterful storyteller' In 1035, a young fifteen year old Viking is dragged wounded
from the battle. Left for dead, for the next twenty years his adventures lead him
over mountains, down the length of Russia and ultimately to Constantinople and the
Holy City of Jerusalem. Drawn into political intrigue he will be the lover of
Empresses, the murderer of an emperor; he will hold the balance of power in the
Byzantine Empire in his hands, and then give it all up for a Russian princess and
the chance to return home and lead his own people, where he must fight the demons of
his past, his family and his countrymen in a long and bitter war for revenge and
power. Told in his own voice, this is the astonishing true story of the most famous
warrior in all Christendom: Harald Hardrada, the last Viking.
Day of Ascension
Dec 25 2021 Exciting new Warhammer 40,000 novel from Adrian
Tchaikovsky/ On the forge world of Morod, the machines never stop and the work never
ends. The population toil in the mines and factoria to protect humanity from the
monsters in the void, while the Adeptus Mechanicus enjoy lives of palatial comfort.
Genetor Gammat Triskellian seeks to end this stagnant corruption. When he learns of
a twisted congregation operating within the shadows, one which believes that the
tech-priests are keeping the people from their true salvation – a long-prophesied
union with angels – he sees in them an opportunity to bring down Morad’s masters and
reclaim the world in the name of progress. But sometimes, the only hope for real
change lies in the coming of monsters.
The Bobiverse
Jun 06 2020 This special hardcover edition of Dennis E. Taylor's
Bobiverse series presents all three books in hardcover in a slipcase, signed by the
author.
The Bone Triangle
Jul 28 2019 Beyond the din and dancing lights of the Las Vegas
strip, a young woman has mysteriously gone missing. All the facts point to something
sinister — even paranormal. Quentin Draith, supernatural crime investigator, is
hired to assist.However, the deeper Draith digs, the more otherworldly his
assignment gets. Assassins, human and otherwise, put a target on Draith's head and a
ravenous alien beast starts rampaging through the city. The clues point Draith to
Sin City's infamous “Bone Triangle,” a neighborhood marked for its dark happenings
and disappearances. And when Draith finds that the woman's disappearance may be
linked to an alien plot against the city, he goes all in to make a final high-stakes
play to save the city he loves.Intriguing, unexpected, and mesmerizing, The Bone
Triangle is the second in bestselling author B. V. Larson's Unspeakable Things
series.
Rogue World Aug 01 2022 The Galactics arrived with their Battle Fleet in 2052.
Rather than being exterminated under a barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined a vast
Empire that spanned the Milky Way. Today, Battle Fleet 921 is returning to Earth. It
hasn't been seen by human eyes since our blissful day of Annexation. But what should
be a joyful occasion, a chance to grovel at the feet of superior lifeforms, is
rapidly becoming a nightmare. Over the last century, Humanity has engaged in many
activities that our Overlords find... questionable. A panic ensues, and Legion Varus
is deployed to erase certain "mistakes" our government has made. Projects must be
purged to stop Imperial military action. Among the thousands marching to war is one
man no politician has ever enjoyed dealing with. One man who's destined to follow
his own unique path through Galactic Law, Morality and the Stars themselves.James
McGill is about to make history.ROGUE WORLD is the seventh book of Undying
Mercenaries Series, a novel of military science fiction by bestselling author B. V.
Larson. The series starts with book #1, STEEL WORLD.
Before They Are Hanged
Mar 04 2020 'As brilliant as its predecessor' SF REVU Bitter
and merciless war is coming to the frozen north. It's bloody and dangerous and the
Union army, split by politics and hamstrung by incompetence, is utterly unprepared
for the slaughter that's coming. Lacking experience, training, and in some cases
even weapons the army is scarcely equipped to repel Bethod's scouts, let alone the
cream of his forces. In the heat-ravaged south the Gurkish are massing to assault

the city of Dagoska, defended by Inquisitor Glokta. The city is braced for the
inevitable defeat and massacre to come, preparations are made to make the Gurkish
pay for every inch of land ... but a plot is festering to hand the city to its
beseigers without a fight, and the previous Inquisitor of Dagoska vanished without
trace. Threatened from within and without the city, Glokta needs answers, and he
needs them soon. And to the east a small band of malefactors travel to the edge of
the world to reclaim a device from history - a Seed, hidden for generations - with
tremendous destructive potential. A device which could put a end to war, to the army
of Eaters in the South, to the invasion of Shanka from the North - but only if it
can be found, and only if its power can be controlled ...
Armor World Oct 03 2022 In a twist of fate that rocks the Galactic Empire, James
McGill finds himself negotiating the future of a thousand inhabited worlds. An
artificial object made of compressed stardust is barreling toward Earth. Is it an
invasion ship? A doomsday weapon? Perhaps it's the final response of Squanto, the
Warlord of Rigel who McGill has repeatedly humiliated. Or could it be from the
Mogwa, sent to avenge McGill's assassination of Earth's Imperial Governor? No one
knows the truth of its origins, but the object is huge and unstoppable. Whoever
hurled this rock at us isn't answering our calls. Every weapon bounces off, and the
people of Earth begin to go mad as they realize their destruction is only hours
away.ARMOR WORLD is the eleventh book of the Undying Mercenaries Series. With over
three million copies sold, author B. V. Larson is the king of modern military
science fiction.
Kings of the Wyld
Feb 12 2021 'A fantastic read, a rollicking, page-turning, edgeof-your-seat road-trip of a book' - John Gwynne Clay Cooper and his band were once
the best of the best - the meanest, dirtiest, most feared and admired crew of
mercenaries this side of the Heartwyld. But their glory days are long past; the
mercs have grown apart and grown old, fat, drunk - or a combination of the three.
Then a former bandmate turns up at Clay's door with a plea for help: his daughter
Rose is trapped in a city besieged by an enemy horde one hundred thousand strong and
hungry for blood. Rescuing Rose is the kind of impossible mission that only the very
brave or the very stupid would sign up for. It's time to get the band back together
for one last tour across the Wyld. ***WINNER OF THE 2018 GEMMELL AWARD FOR BEST
DEBUT*** ***WINNER OF FANTASY FACTION'S BEST FANTASY BOOK OF 2017 AWARD*** ***WINNER
OF REDDIT FANTASY'S BEST DEBUT NOVEL OF 2017 AWARD*** LOOK OUT FOR BLOODY ROSE, THE
SECOND BOOK IN THE BAND SERIES
Home World Apr 28 2022 The Galactics arrived with their Battle Fleet in 2052.
Rather than being exterminated under a barrage of hell-burners, Earth joined a vast
Empire that spanned the Milky Way. When the Earth is invaded by a rival empire,
James McGill's legion must defend the Home World. The top brass has complex plans,
but none of that matters much to McGill, who chooses his own unique path. Traveling
to star systems no human has ever visited, he searches for a technological edge to
beat the enemy before it's too late. Along the way he unleashes new terrors,
triggering the biggest battles in human history. HOME WORLD is the sixth book of
Undying Mercenaries Series, a novel of military science fiction by bestselling
author B. V. Larson. The series starts with book #1, STEEL WORLD.
Death World
May 30 2022 Unknown aliens attack Earth. Their planet is uncharted,
mysteriously having avoided detection for centuries. It's a world packed with the
most vicious aliens humanity has yet to encounter. James McGill has discovered:
DEATH WORLD.In the fifth book of the Undying Mercenaries series, the war comes home
and aliens strike a devastating blow. Bent on revenge, Legion Varus chases the
raiders to the stars and discovers a growing alien menace. A cancerous species has
invaded our region of the galaxy and must be dealt with. McGill learns why the
Cephalopod Kingdom has yet to attack Earth and what's happening behind the scenes in
the Core Worlds. Throughout, he upholds his unique sense of right, wrong and
honor.DEATH WORLD is a military science fiction novel by bestselling author B. V.

Larson.
The Quantum Chain
May 18 2021 Secrets of the past hold the key to the future.
Joseph Bridgeman is now a full-fledged member of the Continuum, a group of time
travelers that heals the past in order to protect the future. When a rare antique
dating from China's Tang dynasty is stolen, Joe jumps at the chance to retrieve it,
but what should have been a simple auction turns into a dangerous new mission that
takes him farther across time and space than he's ever traveled before. Besides his
impromptu mission to ancient China, Joe must investigate a secretive organization
that is squandering invaluable "focus objects" for the profligate thrills available
only to those with almost limitless disposable wealth and no concern for the
Continuum's agenda. Known as Extempero, the mysterious organization may even be in
league with a rogue member of the Continuum whose own dubious motives have
endangered Joe's prior time-travel missions. With help from an unexpected ally, Joe
takes on a second mission, too. Flung back into the past yet again, caught up in a
shocking natural disaster, and unsure who to trust, he faces a terrible choice with
far-reaching consequences both for his own life, the aims of the Continuum, and the
delicate future that hangs in the balance.
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret Histories
Jun 26 2019 The perfect
companion book to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! I Am
Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret Histories is a collection of three action-packed
novellas by bestselling author Pittacus Lore! Originally published as the e-novellas
The Search for Sam, The Last Days of Lorien, and The Forgotten Ones, now, for the
first time ever, they are together in one print volume. The Search for Sam follows
the rogue Mogadorian Adam on his journey of redemption as he finds the key to saving
both Sam Goode and his father, Malcolm. The Last Days of Lorien reveals how the
fight began with the once-peaceful planet being taken by surprise and attacked. The
Forgotten Ones is the riveting continuation of Adam’s story, in which he uncovers an
incredible secret that will turn the tide for the Garde. You know the truth about
the Mogadorians’ invasion of Earth and the Garde who will do anything to defeat
them—yet there is still so much to learn. The stories in Secret Histories will help
you get the answers you seek, but they will not help you stop the coming war. Only
the Garde can save our planet.
Broken Alliance
Sep 09 2020 Index. Bibliographical notes: p. 285-300.
Triplanetary
Apr 04 2020 The present Science fiction story 'Triplanetary' by the
famous writer E. E. Smith was first published in the year 1934. This novel was first
serialized in a magazine called Amazing Stories. It is a space opera.
Sierra Aug 09 2020 Before he was the Gray Man, Court Gentry was Sierra Six, the
junior member of a CIA action team. In their first mission, they took out a
terrorist leader, at a terrible price. Years have passed. The Gray Man is on a
simple mission when he sees a ghost: the long-dead terrorist, but he's remarkably
energetic for a dead man. A decade of time hasn't changed the Gray Man. He isn't one
to leave a job unfinished or a blood debt unpaid.
Sentenced to War
Oct 23 2021 Sit in prison or join the military. The choice is
yours. Convicted of a minor traffic violation, Rev Pelletier is conscripted into the
Perseus Union Marine Corps . . . for up to a thirty-year term of service. Anxious to
get back to his civilian life and job, Rev opts for a shorter term as a Marine
Raider taking the fight to the enemy. But with extremely high mortality rates, can
he and his friends survive until their term of service is over? Download Sentenced
to War now to follow Rev through perilous battles as he fights to hold back the
alien invasion. If you're a fan of Old Man's War, Starship Troopers, or Armor,
you'll love this military scifi thrill ride.
Starship Liberator
Oct 11 2020 The long war has transformed the Hundred Worlds into
heavily fortified star systems. Their economies are geared for military output, and
they raise specialized soldiers to save our species. Assault Captain Derek Straker
is one such man among many. Deep inside enemy territory, the genetically sculpted

captain must find a path to victory.
Battle Cruiser
Jan 02 2020 One starship will either save Earth or destroy her.A
century ago our star erupted, destroying Earth's wormhole network and closing off
trade with her colonized planets. After being out of contact with the younger worlds
for so many years, Humanity is shocked when a huge ship appears at the edge of the
Solar System. Our outdated navy investigates, both curious and fearful. What they
learn from the massive vessel shocks the planet. The lost colonies have survived-but
the reunion isn't going to be a happy one. Our descendants are vastly superior in
the art of warfare. Worse, there are other beings undreamed of beyond the human
frontier: strange, unfathomable...alien. Battle Cruiser Defiant, the first capital
ship to darken Earth's skies, is tasked with exploring new passages to the younger
planets. Old Earth must reunite with her children...but can humanity survive the
inevitable conflicts? Captain William Sparhawk, determined to follow a path of honor
and truthfulness, dares to rise to the challenge.BATTLE CRUISER is a military
science fiction novel by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
Dark World Jan 26 2022 Two expanding interstellar powers are about to meet in
battle. After the collapse of the Cephalopod Kingdom, Humanity claimed the three
hundred rebellious worlds they left behind. But many light years away on the far
side of disputed region, a rival power has begun to move. They're stealing our
planets, one at a time.Earth Command decides to invade the center of the frontier to
set up an advanced base. The mission to DARK WORLD is highly classified and deadly.
Legion Varus spearhead's the effort, and James McGill journeys to the stars
again.How many ships do they have? How advanced is their tech? No one knows, but the
campaign takes an unexpected turn immediately. What was supposed to be a snatch-andgrab turns into a bloodbath. McGill dies over and over again, but some battles must
be won, even if it means perma-death.DARK WORLD is the ninth book in the Undying
Mercenaries Series.
Dreadnought
Dec 01 2019 Captain William Sparhawk flies Earth's single starship on a
voyage of exploration. His crew of veteran spacers begins the mission with high
hopes and the best of intentions, but the universe has other plans. Instead of space
merchants and potential allies, they discover Earth's impending doom. Sparhawk must
decide whether to hunt down enemy scouts to keep Earth's new starship a secret, or
to head home to warn Star Guard of the danger. Either way, he's ignited an
interstellar war. Dreadnought, the second book of the Lost Colonies Trilogy, is a
novel of military science fiction by bestselling author B. V. Larson.
The Warship
Jul 08 2020 Neal Asher takes us on a thrilling ride into interstellar
politics and impending war, in this second volume of Rise of the Jain. Their nemesis
lies in wait . . . Orlandine has destroyed the alien Jain super-soldier by deploying
an actual black hole. And now that same weapon hoovers up clouds of lethal Jain
technology, swarming within the deadly accretion disc’s event horizon. All seems
just as she planned. Yet behind her back, forces incite rebellion on her home world,
planning her assassination. Earth Central, humanity’s ruling intelligence, knows
Orlandine was tricked into releasing her weapon, and fears the Jain are behind it.
The prador king knows this too – and both foes gather fleets of warships to surround
the disc. The alien Client is returning to the accretion disc to save the last of
her kind, buried on a ship deep within it. She upgrades her vast weapons platform in
preparation, and she’ll need it. Her nemesis also waits within the disc’s swirling
dusts – and the Jain have committed genocide before. The Warship is set in Neal
Asher's popular Polity universe. 'Neal Asher's books are like an adrenaline shot
targeted directly for the brain' – John Scalzi, author of Old Man's War and The
Collapsing Empire.
The Last Hero
Oct 30 2019 Contact with a race of pacifists convinces mankind to lay
down its weapons and keep the peace. The last Medal of Honor recipient, Trent
Maxwell, trades glory for the comforts of a family after the U.S. Army disbands. All
that ends when an alien menace attacks the New Earth colony, which forces a crash

mobilization. Trent finds himself reactivated and traveling through space to distant
worlds, in order to stop this new enemy. During the century long journey of death,
love, and loss, he also deals with the law of relativity that wreaks havoc with his
daughter.
Blood World
Sep 02 2022 A dirty deal was struck. Humanity was allowed to keep three
hundred rebellious worlds. In return, we declared war on a powerful enemy from
beyond the frontier.A frantic build-up of forces has begun, but the task is
hopeless. Seeking allies, Earth's legions are sent to BLOOD WORLD. A planet on the
fringe of known space, where the people only respect masters of combat. Earth's
Legions must impress them, but other alien powers have been invited to join the
contest. The prize consists of billions of loyal troops--Earth must win.Fighting and
dying and fighting again, the struggle is half-mad--but so is James McGill.BLOOD
WORLD is the eighth book in the Undying Mercenaries Series.
The Lost Fleet: Dauntless
Sep 29 2019 The first novel in the New York Times
bestselling Lost Fleet series! The Alliance has been fighting the Syndics for a
century—and losing badly. Now its fleet is crippled and stranded in enemy territory.
Their only hope is a man who's emerged from a century-long hibernation to find he
has been heroically idealized beyond belief.... Captain John “Black Jack” Geary’s
exploits are known to every schoolchild. Revered for his heroic “last stand” in the
early days of the war, he was presumed dead. But a century later, Geary miraculously
returns and reluctantly takes command of the Alliance Fleet as it faces annihilation
by the Syndics. Appalled by the hero-worship around him, Geary is nevertheless a man
who will do his duty. And he knows that bringing the stolen Syndic hypernet key
safely home is the Alliance’s one chance to win the war. But to do that, Geary will
have to live up to the impossibly heroic “Black Jack” legend....
An Oblique Approach
Sep 21 2021 Only three things stand between the Malwa of
northern India and their plan for eternal domination--the armies of the Byzantine
Empire, a crystal oracle, and Belisarius, a warrior commander who journeys into the
heart of the Malwa's empire. Reissue.
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